Try it！part１
You can make a fragrance
only for you in the
"perfuming experience"
shop
1,000yen(10ml）
1,600yen(20ml)

Try it！part２
Rose juice and the rose
ice-cream cone that the
fragrance of the rose spreads
through the tongue
I feel that it is happy.

★Cafe

★SHOP
Miscellaneous goods with a rose
seedling and gardening goods,
a rose as a motif are sold.
In addition, expert Rose Gardiner
tell me about the care for rose
in detail.

Parking lot for
the person with
a disability

How about the juice smelling
of the rose?
The ice-cream cone of the
rose is popular, too.

French
open space

★Water lily of Monet
At the time of opening of the
park, there is a water lily of
Monet donated from Paris City.
Space killiﬁsh, a carp swim in
this pond

★Booking Oﬃce

In the fragrance of the rose of 6,000
world rose 1,100 kinds
The French garden-type Rose garden
that is surrounded
The symmetry that all of a color, a view, the
space was calculated exhaustively
Rose garden of the beautiful French garden
Tsuge around a rose means the relationship of
the picture, and height and width are decided
closely.
You can enjoy the beauty of the France garden
told that there was it being conscious of the
view from a castle of France in the old days.

With a your dog OK！
Please use a lead or a gauge.
I would like disposal of excrement.

Appreciation
greenhouse

Royals pace
The rose with the name
of the imperial family is
planted

★Orangerie

★Pergola of climbing Rose
A tunnel of climbing Rose whom 80m follows.
I let you forget daily life at the time of the
spring rose.
A lot of Rose hips which are cute in autumn!

It is a multipurpose hall.
Various events including
display, sale, the lecture
are held.

ローズガーデン

★Bus station
※by a season

★Kiosk

Kawazu bagatelle park

1073, Mine, Kawazu-cho, Kamo-gun, Shizuoka, Japan
TEL:+81 558-34-2200 MAIL:info@bagatelle.co.jp

The recommended place
that Rose garden can
overlook

★Hill with an ocean view
Qeen bagatelle ®
Kind of this garden original rose.
Kind of the 5th anniversary of the
opening of the park

